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I. Abstract (English) 
 
Concentrating Solar Power is a promising technology for low-carbon renewable 
generation of electricity. CSP plants are thermal power plants where the solar radiation 
is the primary source of energy. The sunlight is concentrated by heliostats onto a focus 
point registering high temperatures. They can provide hours-long energy storage. 
Among their possible implementations, central tower receiver systems are the best 
positioned to achieve the US Department of Energy’s goals for 2030.  
 
Particle receivers use sand-like ceramic compounds to capture solar energy. They fall 
through the receiver cavity forming a curtain, which is directly hit by the concentrated 
sunlight. Their main advantage is they can provide higher outlet temperatures (over 
800ºC), thus enabling for high efficiency sCO2-Brayton cycles implementation.  
 
A unidimensional concentrated parameter model is proposed for the receiver. The 1D 
model simplifies the receiver subsystem by only accounting for the falling direction. Its 
fundamentals are mass, momentum, and energy balances, which are applied to a 
discrete representation of the curtain of particles. The 1D receiver model is part of a more 
complex, technoeconomic model of a CSP facility.  
 
In this paper, a detailed study of the freefall particle receiver model is performed. The 
model is compared against CFD simulations of a receiver made by Sandia National 
Laboratories. The key variable in study is the receiver efficiency: the ratio of energy 
absorbed by the particles to the energy entering the receiver.  
 
First, the model is described, both its analytical backbone and code implementation. 
Later, it is compared against its CFD counterpart, making energetic and geometric 
considerations. Then, it is benchmarked against a detailed CFD simulation, to compare 
the behavior of the particles inside the receiver. After that, a comparison of the receiver 
efficiency for three different sizes is performed, and issues concerning wind are 
addressed. Finally, the model is generalized so it can work for any receiver size.  
 
The first, detailed benchmark is performed for commercial scale receivers. Despite the 
geometry simplifications, the 1D model succeeds in replicating the falling velocity of the 
CFD simulations. However, due to the compromises made, the curtain is denser, more 
packed in the 1D model. The model fails to calculate the back wall temperature, because 
the denser curtain does not allow enough radiation to reach the back wall, so its 
temperature is lower than in CFD simulations. However, the model can accurately 
calculate the average temperature of the particles at any point of the curtain height. 
 
Regarding the efficiency comparison, for simulations where there is no wind, the model 
achieves excellent correlation coefficients (R2=99,8%). For simulations with wind, the 
model must be corrected to account for the excess heat loss caused by it. Six different 
models of wind influence are proposed and compared, with the best one achieving 
R2=95,8% in the efficiency comparison. The model is finally generalized so it can work 
for any given size. The correlation coefficient is R2=95,5% in the efficiency comparison. 
 
It is concluded that, since the model is suitable for replicating the CFD results, it can be 
an alternative to estimate a receiver’s behavior in less time and consuming less power 
than CFD simulations. Its generalization enables for prediction of its behavior for any 
given size.  
 
Key words: CSP, solar, renewable, concentrated parameter model, unidimensional 
model, receiver, particle, efficiency 
UNESCO Code: 3322.05  
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II. Resumen (Spanish) 
 

Contexto 
 
La energía solar térmica de concentración (CSP, por sus siglas en inglés) es una 
prometedora tecnología para la generación renovable baja en carbono. Las centrales 
CSP son centrales térmicas cuya fuente primaria de energía es la energía solar. La 
radiación solar se concentra con un campo de espejos (heliostatos) sobre un punto que 
alcanzará altas temperaturas. Dicha energía térmica se aprovecha después para la 
generación eléctrica.  
 
Aunque su precio aún está por encima de otras renovables como la fotovoltaica, la 
energía solar de concentración tiene una significativa ventaja sobre ellas. Al emplear un 
fluido o medio de transporte de la energía térmica, ésta puede ser almacenada. Algunas 
centrales CSP pueden proporcionar varias horas de generación eléctrica incluso 
después de dejar de recibir radiación solar [1].   
 
Las centrales CSP pueden verse implementadas de distintas formas. En general, la 
distinción más clara es entre concentración lineal o puntual: 
 

- Concentración lineal: sistemas de espejos parabólicos y de Fresnel 
- Concentración puntual: sistemas con discos Stirling y receptores centrales 

 
España es un país pionero en la implementación de sistemas CSP. Desde 2016, el país 
cuenta con 2,3 GW de potencia solar térmica instalada [1]. Las tecnologías usadas a 
nivel nacional son de concentración parabólica (el 95%) y torre central. 
 
Los sistemas de torre central presentan un amplio campo de heliostatos que concentran 
la luz solar sobre un único punto: el receptor. Éste se sitúa en lo alto de una torre, de 
ahí el nombre. El fluido o el medio que recibe la irradiación es variado. La central 
Gemasolar en Andalucía utiliza sales fundidas [2] como fluido de transferencia de calor 
(HTF). Otras emplean agua a presión o gases, cada una con sus ventajas e 
inconvenientes. El fluido circula en el receptor contenido en tuberías o placas para recibir 
la radiación solar.  
 
Una línea de investigación abierta son los receptores de partículas. En lugar de usar un 
fluido se usa una cortina de partículas cerámicas (parecidas a la arena), que cae libre 
por dentro de la cavidad del receptor. Las ventajas que tiene el uso de partículas 
respecto a las sales fundidas son: 
 

- No experimentan cambios de estado (solidificación, fusión, evaporación o 
sublimación) a las temperaturas de trabajo 

- No son susceptibles a la corrosión 
- Son directamente irradiadas, no hay interfaz térmica1 
- Aguantan y alcanzan mayores temperaturas 

 
La última de ellas es la más interesante, ya que mayores temperaturas permiten la 
implementación de ciclos de potencia de Brayton con CO2 supercrítico, muy eficientes y 
también bajo investigación activa [3].  
 
Los receptores de partículas aún no han sido construidos para explotación comercial. 
Como parte de la fase de desarrollo, además de alguna planta piloto en los Sandia 

 
1 Las sales fundidas deben estar contenidas en tuberías, que son las que son irradiadas. Existe 
una resistencia a la transferencia por conducción en dichas tuberías.  
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National Laboratories (Albuquerque, NM, USA), se emplean modelos. En este trabajo 
se presentan los modelos CFD y se propone un modelo de parámetros concentrados 
unidimensional para el subsistema del receptor.  
 
Los Laboratorios Sandia realizaron y optimizaron el diseño de un receptor de partículas 
[4]. Sobre él, han realizado simulaciones CFD bajo distintas condiciones para 3 tamaños 
distintos de receptor. Han compartido resultados de la eficiencia del receptor para los 3 
tamaños, además de resultados detallados del comportamiento de las partículas dentro 
del receptor para uno de esos tamaños. Las simulaciones CFD requieren mucho tiempo 
para completarse y un hardware muy potente para su realización, lo que es una 
desventaja al ralentizar y encarecer el proceso de desarrollo.  
 
Para describir el comportamiento del receptor se propone un modelo de parámetros 
concentrados unidimensional (1D), que sólo comprende la dirección de caída de las 
partículas. Este modelo será comparado con las simulaciones CFD, que serán la 
referencia ‘experimental’. El fundamento del modelo son balances de masa, cantidad de 
movimiento y energía, realizados sobre secciones discretas de la cortina. 
 
El modelo está integrado en un programa más complejo que reproduce el 
comportamiento de toda la planta CSP. El objetivo es comprobar si el modelo 1D puede 
replicar las simulaciones CFD, ya que al ser simplificado conllevará mucho menores 
tiempos de cómputo. De esta forma se puede agilizar la simulación de todo el sistema 
CSP y se puede avanzar más rápidamente en su estudio técnico y económico.  
 

Objetivos 
 
El modelo 1D, escrito en el software EES, se propone como una alternativa rápida y de 
coste contenido a las simulaciones CFD. El objetivo es comprobar si sus resultados son 
similares y si es capaz de replicar el cálculo de la eficiencia del receptor (la variable 
clave) bajo distintas circunstancias de tamaño, potencia, caudal másico de partículas o 
viento.  
 
Además, se propone el modelo 1D como una herramienta para la estimación de futuros 
receptores, por lo que se estudia una generalización para cualquier tamaño a partir de 
los 3 proporcionados.  
 

Comparación en detalle de los modelos 
 
Un receptor de partículas es un recinto cerrado con una apertura al exterior, por la que 
se intercambia calor. Las partículas están contenidas en su interior por una pared 
trasera. Se sueltan en la parte superior y evolucionan en caída libre recibiendo la 
radiación solar concentrada a través de la apertura. Se recogen por la parte inferior 
calientes y pasan a un intercambiador de calor con el ciclo de potencia.  
 
Las simulaciones CFD se realizan sobre un archivo CAD tridimensional, que contiene la 
geometría del subsistema. Dicha geometría contempla una tobera superior por la que 
se descargan las partículas, un canal que atraviesan y la propia cavidad del receptor. 
La cavidad y la cortina de partículas son más grandes que la apertura. Para un receptor 
de 12x12 m de apertura, la cortina mide 14x14 en proyección ortogonal. La sección de 
la cortina de partículas no es recta sino parabólica. La pared exterior del receptor, sobre 
la que se abre la apertura, tampoco es recta sino cilíndrica. De ello se deduce que el 
área de apertura será ligeramente superior a 144 m2 para una apertura de 12x12 m 
debido a la curvatura exterior.  
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Las simulaciones en el modelo 1D sólo contemplan la cavidad del receptor. Se fija la 
velocidad al inicio de la caída para corregir la ausencia de la tobera y el canal de entrada. 
Se considera que la cortina tiene el mismo tamaño que la apertura y la cavidad. También 
se considera que la cortina está completamente irradiada. La sección de la cortina en el 
modelo 1D es recta.  
 
Se dispone de resultados detallados de una simulación CFD para un caso específico: 
con un tamaño, caudal de partículas, potencia solar y temperatura de entrada fijas. Se 
replican esas condiciones en el código EES y se calculan los parámetros necesarios 
(factor de forma ! y coeficiente de transferencia de calor por advección ℎ!"#$,#"&'#(). 
Después, se comparan los resultados del EES y el CFD en términos geométricos y 
energéticos. Las diferencias en el tamaño de la cortina se desprecian y se comparan los 
resultados para el porcentaje de caída de las partículas. 
 
En cuanto al benchmark geométrico, en primer lugar, el modelo 1D replica de manera 
bastante precisa la velocidad media de las simulaciones CFD. Esto es interesante 
porque da pie al cálculo de números adimensionales (#$	y &') con esos datos, que 
permitirían establecer una correlación del coeficiente de transferencia ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( para 
los 3 tamaños comparados.  
 
En segundo lugar, se estudia la compacidad de la cortina, representada por el producto 
() · *ℎ!*+,-'# (fracción volumétrica de sólidos · espesor). Se estudia el producto de esos 
parámetros y no por separado por la imposibilidad de extraerlos de los datos de CFD, 
así como por que el producto conserva la absortividad de la cortina [5], que es realmente 
el parámetro de interés. El modelo 1D sobreestima ligeramente la compacidad de la 
cortina, debido a que se reparte el mismo caudal de partículas en menos espacio (la 
cortina en el modelo 1D es más pequeña que en el CFD).   
 

  
Figure II.1. Resultados del benchmark geométrico. A la izda, velocidad de caída. A la dcha, compacidad 

de la cortina.  

En cuanto al benchmark energético, el modelo 1D puede calcular la temperatura media 
de la cortina de manera bastante precisa. La temperatura media es la variable de interés 
ya que las partículas se mezclarán en el tanque de almacenamiento caliente y la 
temperatura tenderá a homogeneizarse. Conocer la temperatura media de la masa a la 
salida es interesante porque permite hacer cálculos posteriores en el intercambiador de 
calor con el ciclo de potencia.  
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Figure II.2. Resultados del benchmark energético 

Por último, el modelo 1D no consigue calcular la temperatura de la pared trasera 
correctamente. El modelo estima temperaturas 100 K por debajo de la temperatura 
media calculada en las simulaciones CFD. La variable de interés, que es la máxima 
temperatura alcanzada en la pared trasera (el criterio de diseño para escoger el material) 
no puede ser calculada con el modelo 1D ni empleando la mayor potencia solar entrante. 
Esto es debido a que, como la compacidad de la cortina está sobreestimada, la radiación 
no puede atravesarla como en el CFD, por lo que llega menos luz a la pared trasera y 
ésta se calienta menos.  
 

La influencia del viento 
 
Los datos del resto de simulaciones CFD son detalles del rendimiento del receptor: su 
eficiencia, las pérdidas por radiación y por convección; para unas condiciones 
determinadas. Para aquellas simulaciones sin viento, se calculan por mínimos 
cuadrados los parámetros !  y ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( ,  que rigen las pérdidas por radiación y 
convección respectivamente. Sin viento, el modelo consigue correlaciones para la 
eficiencia de: R2=99,8%. 
 
El viento afecta a las pérdidas por convección, que serán de mayor magnitud a mayor 
viento. Se define el factor de viento (!.'#( ) como el cociente de las pérdidas por 
convección con y sin viento a igualdad de los otros parámetros de entrada. Se 
comprueba con los datos de simulaciones CFD que el !.'#( es función de la velocidad 
y la dirección del viento. Para contar con estas dependencias, se implementa una 
función en el EES. 
 
En el modelo 1D, la influencia del viento corrige el coeficiente de transferencia por 
advección (ℎ!"#$ = !.'#( · ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( ), para aumentar las pérdidas por convección 
cuando sea necesario. Se proponen 6 combinaciones de ecuaciones para modelar la 
influencia del viento. Sus parámetros son calculados independientemente para cada 
tamaño e implementados en el código del EES. Se calcularon las eficiencias y aquellos 
ajustes con mayor R2 se seleccionan como candidatos para la generalización del 
modelo.   
 

Generalización del modelo 
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El objetivo de la generalización del modelo es poder predecir el comportamiento del 
receptor para cualquier tamaño. Para ello se llevan a cabo dos acciones: la correlación 
del coeficiente de transferencia por convección (ℎ!"#$,#"&'#() y la generalización del 
factor de viento (!.'#(). 
 
En primer lugar, se propone una correlación para el ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( de la forma &' = -1 +

-2 · #$/0. Como la cortina es una mezcla de partículas cuasi esféricas formando una 
superficie virtual plana, los coeficientes calculados deberían estar entre la correlación 
para esfera y para placa plana.  
 
Dado que se dispone de datos para 3 tamaños, se resuelve el sistema de 3 ecuaciones 
y 3 incógnitas y se calculan -1, -2, -3.	La correlación se comporta como se esperaba.  
 
En segundo lugar, de los 3 factores de viento con mejor coeficiente de correlación, sólo 
uno se adapta bien a cualquier tamaño. Esto es porque los parámetros que conforman 
sus ecuaciones, o tienen una tendencia lineal con la longitud de la cortina, o no alteran 
significativamente el modelo al tomar un promedio. 
 
De esta forma, los parámetros del !.'#( pueden ser calculados ad hoc para cualquier 
tamaño, ajustando la influencia del viento sobre un coeficiente de transferencia 
ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( que también puede estimarse bajo demanda.  
 
Usando este último modelo generalizado, se llega a un coeficiente de correlación de 
R2=95,5% para las eficiencias de todas las simulaciones, para los 3 tamaños y bajo 
cualquier condición de viento.  
 

Conclusiones 
 
El modelo replica de forma precisa la velocidad y la temperatura medias de las partículas 
en el receptor. El modelo estima de forma aproximada la compacidad de la cortina. El 
modelo no consigue calcular acertadamente la temperatura de la pared de atrás. 
 
En cuanto al cálculo de eficiencias, el modelo es una gran herramienta para las 
simulaciones donde no interviene el viento, ya que replica los resultados del CFD con 
R2=99,8%. Para simulaciones con viento se crea el factor de viento (!.'#() que recoge 
su influencia en función de su velocidad y dirección. 
 
Para emplear el modelo como una herramienta predictiva ágil, se generalizan sus 
parámetros para que pueda funcionar con cualquier tamaño. Para ello, se crea una 
correlación del coeficiente de transferencia y se generaliza el factor de viento. Con este 
modelo general, se consiguen coeficientes R2=95,5%, replicando con éxito la eficiencia 
del receptor para cualquier tamaño y situación de viento.  
 
En conclusión, el modelo 1D es una herramienta apropiada para simular un receptor de 
partículas de manera rápida y fiable, con una incertidumbre muy contenida. El modelo 
es también una buena herramienta para predecir el comportamiento de receptores de 
otros tamaños. 
 
 
 
 
Palabras clave: CSP, solar, renovable, modelo de parámetros concentrados, modelo 
unidimensional, receptor, partículas, eficiencia 
Código UNESCO: 3322.05  
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III. Nomenclature 
 
- 1D   Unidimensional 

- 3#    Aperture aspect ratio  

- 3-1   Aperture area 

- 3!   Curtain area 

- 41,)	  Particle specific heat capacity 

- CAD  Computer-Aided Design 

- CFD  Computational Fluid Dynamics 

- CSP  Concentrating solar power  

- 51	   Particle diameter	 

- EES  Engineering Equation Software 

- !    View factor  

- !.'#(   Wind factor  

- 6    Gravity acceleration 

- G3P3  Third Generation Particle Pilot Plant 

- ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( 	 Advection heat transfer coefficient for no wind scenarios.  

- ℎ!"#$,.-22 	  Back wall heat transfer coefficient.  

- ℎ!"#$   Heat transfer coefficient for advection heat loss 

- 7(+"1	  Curtain height 

- ℎ)    Curtain specific enthalpy 

- HTF   Heat transfer fluid 

- 8.	   Back wall thermal conductivity 

- LCOE   Levelized Cost of Energy 

- 9̇'#   Mass flow rate  

- &3    Number of discrete sections the curtain is divided in 

- &'   Nusselt number 

- ;<=$>*?*=;>+4!  Receiver orientation   

- @;A$<'#   Power input, irradiation heat entering the receiver 

- PV   photovoltaic 

- B)"2-+   Solar heat flux 

- #$   Reynolds number 

- #$!   Critical Reynolds number 

- C5,/ 	  Ambient temperature 

- C),'#	  Particle inlet temperature  

- C),"*,   Particle outlet temperature.  
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- C)    Particle curtain temperature 

- *ℎ!*+,-'#   Curtain thickness 

- *ℎ.	  Back wall thickness 

- A=>5('+4!,'"#	 Wind direction 

- D)    Particle velocity 

- A=>5)144(   Wind speed 

- A!*+,-'#   Curtain width 

- E    Curtain section height 

- F)    Particle absorptivity  

- G)	   Particle emissivity 

- G.	   Back wall emissivity 

- H-($   Advection efficiency 

- H+-(  Radiation efficiency 

- H+4!   Receiver efficiency 

- I6-,	  Particle density 

- (),6-7	  Maximum volume fraction 

- ()    Curtain volume fraction 

- J    Derate factor  
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1. Introduction 
 
In the past decades, global population has increased significantly. Better access to 
water, food, health, and other commodities, as well as the increased industrialization of 
the emerging countries, have led to a global population growth of 840 million people in 
the decade of 2010 [6]. This has consequently increased demand for electricity [7], and 
thus carbon emissions to the atmosphere [8].  
 
The European Union has set goals for gradually decarbonizing the economy, eventually 
reaching net zero emissions by 2050.  In this context, renewable energies are a 
cornerstone for building a sustainable future for our society. For the past decades, low 
emission technologies (such as photovoltaics -PV-, wind and hydropower) needed for 
commercial scale exploitation have been developed or further refined. However, issues 
concerning their intermittence and irregular availability have not been solved yet. One of 
the ongoing lines of research which tries to address this issue is Concentrating Solar 
Power (CSP from now on). 
 
CSP plants are thermal power plants, where the primary source of energy is solar 
radiation. The sunlight is concentrated by mirrors onto a receiver, which either collects 
the solar energy (with a heat transfer fluid, HTF) or directly uses it in a thermal engine 
(with a Stirling cycle). In the former, the HTF later exchanges its heat with a power cycle 
to generate electrical power like in coal or nuclear plants. 
 
CSP’s main disadvantage is its price. When it comes to the price of the electricity, the 
magnitude for its measure and comparison is the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE). The 
LCOE accounts for the total cost of an electricity generation system, including its whole 
life cycle, represented by the unit of cost per unit of energy produced ($/kWh, €/MJ, etc.). 
Optimization studies show the LCOE in CSP plants could well stay below 0,06 $/kWh 
[9], which directly competes with combined-cycle natural gas plants. Despite this, 
photovoltaics is still more cost-effective. According to BloombergNEF, in Spain in 2021 
the cost of generating electricity with PV systems decreased to 0,033 $/kWh [10].  
 
Thermal solar energy has, however, a main advantage over photovoltaics: if the solar 
input is enough, excess energy can be stored in the form of heat for its use when 
conditions are less favorable. CSP plants can provide several hours of power output after 
solar radiation is below the operating threshold [1].  
 
All in all, along with rising gas and CO2 emission rights’ prices, public development 
programs – such as the US Dept. of Energy’s SunShot initiative – and private-funded 
pilot plants make CSP a suitable, feasible and attractive technology for reaching the net 
zero emissions goal.   
 

1.1. Different CSP technologies 

 
In late 2016, 5 GWe of CSP capacity was installed around the world [1]. Four different 
technologies were involved, which we can divide into two well defined categories: linear 
concentration or punctual concentration. 
 

• Linear concentration accounts for parabolic-through and Fresnel CSP systems. 
Undoubtedly the most developed ones, parabolic systems take advantage of 
parabolic mirrors, which concentrate solar light in their focal point, through which 
passes a tube containing a heat absorbing fluid (Figure 1.1). 
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Figure 1.1. Abengoa’s Solana power plant in Arizona. 280 MW capacity. [11] 

Fresnel CSP systems are similar: they are also based on long, curved mirrors 
which reflect light onto a collector tube. They provide less optical losses and 
better maintenance, but their deployment has not been as wide. 

 

 
Figure 1.2. Different sorts of solar receiver.[1] 

• Punctual concentration systems are central tower receivers and Stirling discs. 
The latter are round parabolic mirrors with a collector in its focal point (Figure 
1.2). The heat they capture is often used directly with a thermal engine. The 
former are the better-optimized systems, where a mirror field concentrates all the 
radiation into one single aim point.  They will be covered in the following section 
1.3. 

 
All dish, parabolic and Fresnel have been removed from the 3rd Gen CSP roadmap as 
central receiver power plants are the best positioned to take advantage of the latest 
advances in thermal solar energy. Central tower receivers can achieve higher 
temperatures, enabling the use of supercritical CO2 Brayton cycles, and providing higher 
efficiencies overall [12].  
 

1.2. Third generation CSP roadmap 

 
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory released in 2017 a roadmap for CSP 
technology. The report only covered central receiver systems, as they are considered 
the most efficient configuration for commercial scale facilities. It set specifications and 
goals to be achieved, in order to meet the US Dept. of Energy’s expectation of solar 
power supplying 27% of the electrical demand by 2050 [1]. The goals proposed are: 
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For the collector field: 
 

• It must cost less than 75$/m2 
• It must have a concentration ratio over 50 
• It must be operable in 55 km/h winds 
• It must have an optical error less than 3 mrad 
• It must have at least a 30 years lifetime 

 
For the receiver: 
 

• It must cost less than 150 $/kWth 
• It must provide thermal efficiencies greater than 90% 
• It must provide outlet temperatures greater than 720ºC 
• It must last for 10.000 operation cycles 

 
For the materials and support: 
 

• They must cost less than 1$/kg 
• They must be operable between 250 to 800ºC 

 
For the thermal storage system: 
 

• It must cost less than 15 $/kWth 
• It must provide at least 99% energetic efficiency 
• It must provide at least 95 % exergetic efficiency 

 
For the sCO2 Brayton power cycle: 
 

• It must provide at least 50% net thermal to electric efficiency 
• It must cost less than 900 $/kWe 
• It must have a dry-cooled heat sink at a 40ºC ambient 
• It must provide a turbin inlet temperature of at least 700ºC 

 
Three pathways are discussed for their completion: molten salt, gas phase and particle 
receivers. They will be reviewed in the next section.  
 

1.3. Central tower receivers 

 
CSP systems with a central tower are the most advanced, optimized, and favored for 
current and future research. Punctual concentration of the sunlight enables for higher 
temperatures in the receiver, which lead to higher thermal efficiencies and allow the 
implementation of the more compact and efficient sCO2-Brayton cycles [12]. The layout 
of a central tower plant (see Figure 1.3) is as follows: 
 
1. A collector field, conformed by a great arrangement of heliostats, reflects solar light 

towards a receiver on the top of a tower. Said arrangement is optimized by a software 
(such as SolarPILOT) considering environmental factors such as daylight time, 
climate, latitude, or longitude. The mirrors are expected to have a lifetime of 30 years 
[1], so maintenance costs are contained. 
 

2. A central receiver, through which passes a heat transfer fluid or medium that 
absorbs solar radiation and heats up. Several technologies are being researched and 
currently in operation. 
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3. A secondary power cycle, which converts the thermal energy of the hot medium to 
electricity. These include supercritical CO2-Brayton, subcritical steam-Rankine, etc. 
 

4. A heat storage system, which enables the plant to work in design conditions for a 
limited time (15h [2] in some cases) with less solar input or even none. 

 
5. A heat exchanger between the HTF and the power cycle. 

 
Three different technologies are used in tower receivers [13]: 
 

• Gas receivers, existing three sorts of them: volumetric air receivers, small 
particle air receivers and tubular air receivers. Gas-based receivers can provide 
outlet temperatures up to 700ºC and good thermal efficiency (85% theoretical 
at best). Issues concerning material durability, high radiative losses and long-
term storage still must be addressed. 
 

 
Figure 1.3. SENER's Gemasolar CSP plant in Andalusia, Spain. Numbers correspond with previous 

definitions [2] 

 
• Liquid receivers, which can be tubular (external or cavity) or falling film 

receivers. Both require a heat transfer fluid (HTF) which absorbs solar power 
and heats up a secondary power cycle, which can be Bryton, steam Rankine, 
etc. HTFs used vary from water/steam to molten metal and salts (such as in 
Figure 1.3), being the latter the most widespread. Outlet temperatures are greater 
than 600ºC and efficiencies around 80% have been achieved. Further research 
should be done to improve material compatibility, HTF flow stability and 
corrosion issues. Relatively high melting points of salt and metal are 
inconvenient as additional heat supply may be required to keep the fluid within 
the working temperature range.  
 

• Particle receivers, which will be addressed in this paper, are the latest, most 
promising kind of the three. Particles are cheaper than molten salt, they can 
reach higher temperatures (and therefore a higher thermal to electrical 
efficiency is achieved [3]) and they can be used directly as the heat storage 
medium. Because they are ceramic compounds, they are less susceptible to 
corrosion and oxidation and are more durable. No pressure is required to 
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sustain particle flow in free falling receivers, and there is no thermal resistance 
to power absorption as the particles can be directly irradiated. However, no 
commercial scale models have been built yet, and only simulations and 
prototypes have been tested.  
 

1.3.1. Tower CSP with Particle Receivers 
 
For all the reasons listed, particle receivers are especially suited for further research, 
since they may cover other HTFs flaws and enable for more efficient receiver designs. 
The heat cycle operation can be described as follows (see Figure 1.5): 
 

• Particles are lifted from their cold storage tank to the top of the tower. 
• They fall and get irradiated 
• Hot particles fall into a tank where a heat exchanger extracts energy to the power 

cycle. 
• As they go down their temperature decreases, until they reach the cold storage 

bin, and the sequence starts again. 
 

Particle receivers can be designed in different ways: free-falling, obstructed, fluidized 
and centrifugal are among possible implementations. This paper will only cover free-
falling and briefly the obstructed ones as other technologies are beyond its scope. Both 
follow the previously described heat cycle operation. 
 
Free falling particle receptors present a continuous curtain of particles falling through 
and inside a cavity. Said cavity is open to the ambient and the concentrated sunlight 
enters through it, however also some thermal loss occurs too. A back wall contains the 
particle flux and prevents spillage as well as reduces thermal losses. 
 

 
Figure 1.4. Free falling particle curtains. Different curtain patterns may increase light absorption. [14] 

 
Although the methodology is always recurrent, several devices are being tested within 
the cavity to make the flow slower and heat capture more efficient. Such devices include 
tubing, chevron-shaped steel planks and porous mesh structures. These are obstructed 
flow particle receivers [15,16]. While these configurations may get better thermal 
efficiency, difficult maintenance and particle flux make free falling receivers more 
convenient. 
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Figure 1.5. Obstructed-flow particle receiver. Tubing slows down particles and enhances irradiation 

capture. 

Current situation 
 
CSP freefall particle receivers have not yet seen commercial application. Only 
simulations and models are being used to design them, along with some pilot test 
systems. So far, the particle receiver is an attractive technology worth researching. Its 
advantages include: 
 

• Particles are resistant to corrosion. 
• Particles withstand higher temperatures and thus provide higher thermal 

efficiencies [3,9,14] 
• Particles are solids with high specific heat capacity. 
• Particles do not melt or sublime at working temperatures. 
• Particles do not require pumping, valves or piping and thus enable for lower 

maintenance costs.  
• Particles can be directly used as the heat storage medium.  

 
This technology however has its own downturns, and its development faces some 
challenges: 
 

• The heat exchanger design is still under development 
• The heat exchange is more challenging since particles offer less surface area in 

direct contact with the heat exchanger surface.  
• The receiver design is still under development 
• The particles may escape the receiver due to wind or convection currents. This 

means the system will need supply of new particles.  
• The particle feed bin and lift are still under development, and they are a great 

source of parasitic energy loss.  
 
Several tools are being used to address particle receiver systems. Among them are CFD 
modelling and concentrated parameter models.  
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1.4. Particle receiver simulation 

 
Before testing the receivers in a pilot plant, their design and materials can be simulated 
with CFD software, and its behavior can be modeled in a concentrated parameter model.  
 

1.4.1. CFD simulation 
 
CFD stands for Computational Fluid Dynamics. It is based on the principles of fluid 
mechanics, utilizing numerical methods and algorithms to solve problems involving fluid 
flows [17]. In this case, the curtain of particles replaces the fluid.  
 
A CAD model of the receiver is imported into the CFD software. This software contains 
a property database, with information about thermal conductivity, specific heat, viscosity, 
etc., for every material in the CAD model. The CFD software discretizes the system and 
applies the conservation equations (mass, momentum, and energy) to every discrete 
cell, given a set of boundary conditions.  
 
The main advantage of CFD simulations is the possibility of knowing details about a 
fluid’s behavior in a system that has not been manufactured yet. Information such as 
temperature, current lines, or pressure can be extracted from the results of CFD 
simulations.  
 
The downside to this approach is that the problem definition in CFD simulation is difficult, 
especially in operations with solids like this since the interphase between the solid 
particles and the air is greater than that in a regular CFD problem. In addition, they are 
time consuming and very power intensive: some simulations can take days or up to 
weeks to complete -depending on how precise the solution is wanted to be- and require 
powerful hardware [4].   
 
One receiver design is simulated for three sizes (scaled), and only for one of those sizes 
more in-depth information is extracted.  
 

1.4.2. Concentrated parameter model 
 
Concentrated parameter models are used when the spatial distribution of physical 
properties in a system is not needed for its study, or if it overcomplicates its resolution 
without a significant increase in precision. A typical example is the resistance, 
temperature, and capacity distribution in a long-distance transmission line.  
 
One case of concentrated parameter models are unidimensional models.  
Unidimensional models are widely used in first approach studies, or in systems where 
properties do not vary significantly in other directions. This is the case of heat transfer 
through a flat wall, where conduction in the wall is not considered in the equations; or 
plug flow reactors, where the radial dispersion of the velocity or chemical composition is 
not studied.  
 
Since the curtain of particles receives solar irradiation as it falls, the spatial distribution 
of properties in the receiver can be overlooked and only focused on one main direction. 
This is what the concentrated parameter model intends: to only represent the receiver’s 
behavior in the most significant direction of variance (the falling direction, Figure 2.4).  
 
In our case, this sort of model is suitable since only great variations in the fall direction 
are expected. The main advantage of the concentrated parameter model is also simpler 
than the CFD simulations and requires less time and power to successfully run. This 
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means that if the model can reliably reproduce the CFD simulations, new studies on the 
size, shape and materials of the receiver can be done in an easier, faster, and more cost-
effective way.  
 
The freefall particle receiver subsystem is a part of a more complex EES program, which 
models the whole CSP facility. This includes the particle lift, the heat exchanger, and the 
power cycle (sCO2-Brayton). This model is used in techno-economic studies [3] and is 
part of active research to meet Dept. of Energy’s requirements.  
 

1.5. Objectives 

 
The 1D model is proposed as an alternative to resource intensive CFD simulations. It is 
also proposed as a tool to study receiver subsystems of any size.  
 
The scope of this paper comprises: 
 

- To describe the 1D model, its analytical background, and its numerical 
implementation.  

 
- To compare both models (CFD and 1D) from a geometric and energetic point 

of view. This is to analyze the hypothesis made for the 1D model.  
 

- To calculate the 1D model’s parameters for the case where the most information 
is available, as a previous step to the model benchmarking.  
  

- To benchmark the 1D model against the results in CFD simulations. This is to 
check whether the model can replicate them and if the hypothesis are correct.  

 
- To generalize the 1D model so it can be used for any receiver size. Then, a 

global benchmark will be done to assess whether it behaves properly.  
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2. Freefall particle receiver models  
 
In this section, both CFD simulations and the 1D model will be described. For the former, 
the two types of results provided are detailed, and their further use introduced. For the 
latter, the analytical backbone and solving algorithm are analyzed, and the code where 
they are implemented is explained.  
 

2.1. CFD simulations 

 
The Sandia National Laboratories have developed a CFD model using ANSYS Fluent®. 
The receiver cavity is designed off a concept for the Gen3 Particle Pilot Plant (see Figure 
2.1) and then optimized using the techniques in [4].  

 
Figure 2.1. Cross section of the G3P3 falling particle receiver concept [4]  

CFD simulations are run for the latest design of the particle receiver. Two types of results 
are sent: the first ones are detailed information for a certain operational condition and 
the others are the receiver efficiency for different sizes under different conditions (particle 
flow rate, inlet temperature, wind direction and speed…). 
 
The detailed results will be used to calculate the 1D model’s parameters for that specific 
case. The concentrated parameter model will then be benchmarked against this case. 
The efficiency results will be used to benchmark the 1D model for every size and 
conditions detailed in CFD simulations.  
 
In addition, they have provided CAD files for the exterior wall of the receiver and its 
aperture for its comparison with the EES 1D model.  
 

2.1.1. Efficiency results 
 
The same design is tested for three receiver sizes: small scale, commercial scale and 
grand scale. Their three different aperture areas are being simulated under several 
conditions detailed in Table 2.1: 
 

Table 2.1. CFD simulations inputs’ range 

Aperture 
Area (m2) 

Power input 
(MW) 

Mass Flow 
rate (kg/s) 

Inlet Temp. 
(K) 

Wind 
direction (º) 

Wind speed 
(m/s) 

25 50-600 178 888 225-360 0-15 
144 50-300 1200-236 888-673 225-360 0-15 
324 550 2864 888 292,5-360 0-15 
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Under those conditions, efficiency for both advective and radiative heat loss and overall 
receiver efficiency is calculated. The outlet temperature is also given as a result. The 
efficiency is defined as the ratio of energy extracted or lost to input energy: 
 

H+4! =
9̇(C"*, − C'#)

@'#
 (2.1) 

H+-( =
N+-(,2"))

@'#
 (2.2) 

H-($ =
N-($

@'#
 (2.3) 

Where 9̇	 is the mass flow rate, C"*,  is the outlet temperature, C'#  is the inlet 
temperature, @'#	 is the power input, N+-(  is the radiative heat loss and N-($  is the 
advective heat loss. The sum of the three efficiencies is one since the power input can 
either be absorbed or lost to the ambient through convection or radiation.  
 
Efficiency CFD results will be discussed in Chapter 5, where they will be compared 
against the EES 1D model for all receiver sizes.  
 

2.1.2. Detailed results 
 
More in-depth results are available for a specific case, conditions detailed in Table 2.2. 
For this case, information about the particles’ behavior within the receiver is detailed. 
Particles are simulated in 1000 units blocks, called parcels. For each parcel, velocity and 
temperature are detailed with a 3-axis coordinate system.  
 

Table 2.2. Inputs for the detailed CFD simulation 

Aperture 
Area (m2) 

Power 
input (MW) 

Mass Flow 
rate (kg/s) 

Inlet Temp. 
(K) 

Wind 
direction (º) 

Wind speed 
(m/s) 

144 198,43 885,5 888,15 360 0 
 
Apart from detailing the particles behavior, more data is extracted from this CFD 
simulation. Information about the heat flux through the aperture (Figure 3.3) and a 
detailed contour of the back wall temperature (Figure 2.2) are provided for this specific 
case.  
 
Detailed results will be discussed in Chapter 4, where the in-depth benchmarking of the 
EES 1D model is addressed.  
 

2.1.3. System geometry 
 
For the detailed results, data is referred to a 3-axis coordinate system: 
 

• The x coordinate refers to east-west directions, provided that the receiver is 
facing north. The vertical plane of symmetry is x=0.  
 

• The y coordinate is the falling direction: y=0 is the bottom of the cavity and y=Hdrop 
is from where the particles are released.  
 

• The z coordinate refers to the receiver cavity’s depth: the aperture is located at 
z=0, the inside of the receiver is z<0 and the ambient is at z>0. 
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Figure 2.2. Back wall temperature contour from CFD software. Temperatures in K 

 

 
Figure 2.3. 3D view of the CAD model of the receiver exterior 
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2.2. EES unidimensional model 

 
The EES (Engineering Equation Solver) is a software developed by F-Chart. Its main 
feature is that it can numerically solve coupled non-linear algebraic and differential 
equations [18]. The model is written in this software because it solves the equations 
regardless of which variable is the incognita, so there is no need for clearing it explicitly. 
The code is thus easier to read, write, and debug. An introduction to the EES 
programming elements can be read in Appendix A. 
 
In this section, the 1D model will be described. First, the variables that intervene are 
explained. Then, the geometry will be introduced. Finally, the model’s algorithm and 
fundamentals are discussed.  
 

2.2.1. System geometry 
 
The EES model geometry can be summed up in five main ideas: 
 

- The curtain is entirely irradiated through its fall 
- The curtain does not suffer aerodynamic resistance (freefall) 
- The solar irradiation is orthogonal to the cavity aperture 
- The curtain has a square (1:1) aspect ratio 
- The curtain is flat and only varying in thickness 

 
Only the falling direction is simulated, as shown in Figure 2.4: 
 

 
Figure 2.4. Diagram of the simplified 1D concentrated parameter model 

2.2.2. Receiver subprogram algorithm 
 
The receiver subprogram calculates the receiver thermal efficiency and the particles 
outlet temperature given the operational and geometric conditions of the receiver 
subsystem.  
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The variables with indexes in brackets are internal variables whose value changes along 
the curtain fall. The index represents the position in the fall, being 0 the top section and 
Ny the bottom section.  
 
These are not inputs or outputs of the program, but they are needed throughout the 
resolution of the equations. Some of them, such as the curtain thickness, the volume 
fraction, and the temperature of the curtain, are also studied in this paper.  
 
These internal variables are part of an array. The length of the array corresponds to the 
number of discrete sections into which the curtain is divided. The index of the array 
indicates the number of the section, being the first element the top section and the last 
one the bottom section.  
 
The 1D model’s solving algorithm can be summed up in the following sequence: 
 

I. Receiver parameters definition 
a. Cross-sectional area of particles is calculated: 

 

? = O ·
51
8

4
 (2.4) 

 
For its further use during the momentum balance. Variable ?  is the 
particle cross-section area, 51 is the particle diameter.  

b. Height and width of the aperture and curtain are calculated: 
 

3-1 = 7(+"1 · A!*+,-'# (2.5) 

3#	 =
A!*+,-'#

7(+"1
 (2.6) 

   
c. Solar heat flux (supposed uniform) is calculated: 

 

B)"2-+ =
@;A$<'#1*,

3-1
 

(2.7) 

 
d. The convection heat transfer coefficient is calculated, adjusting wind 

influence: 
 

ℎ!"#$ = ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( · !.'#( (2.8) 
 
Where !.'#( is the wind factor, calculated through a function dependent 
on the wind speed and direction. It will be discussed in further sections 
(see 5.3).  
 

e. Number of discrete sections for the curtain: Ny
 (a given constant) 

 
II. Boundary conditions definition, for the top and bottom sections of the curtain:  

 
a. Inlet temperature: 

 
C)[0] = 	C),'# (2.9) 

 
b. Outlet temperature: 
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C)T&3U = C),"*, (2.10) 

 
c. Initial velocity:  

 

D)	[0] = V26 · W
7(+"1

12
+ 0,3X (2.11) 

 
Velocity will be discussed in further sections of this paper (see Section 
3.2).  
 

d. Initial volume fraction: 
 

()[0] = (),6-7 (2.12) 

 
e. Initial specific enthalpy: 

 
ℎ)[0] = 41,)(C)[0]–	C") (2.13) 

 
f. Initial thickness is calculated through a mass balance: 

 
9̇'# = ()[0] · I6-, · D)[0] · *ℎ!*+,-'#[0] · 	A!*+,-'# (2.14) 

 
III. Receiver modelling equations definition. A coordinate is assigned to every 

section: 
 

a. One section’s height is calculated: 
 

5E =
7(+"1

&3 − 1
 

(2.15) 

b. The first section is assigned half of that step: 
 

E[1] =
5E

2
 (2.16) 

c. The following are increasing in one step each 
 

E[=] = E[= − 1] + 5E; 		=	 ∈ T2, &3 − 2U (2.17) 

 
d. The last two sections finish the curtain drop’s length 

 

ET&3 − 1U = 7(+"1 −
5E

2
 (2.18) 

ET&3U = 7(+"1 (2.19) 

 
See Figure 2.5 for an example of the discretization of a curtain.  
 

IV. Conservation equations are solved: 
 

a. For the first section, they are solved using the specified boundary 
conditions for the particles’ inlet.  

b. For sections 2 to &3 − 1, they are solved using the results of the previous 

section as the boundary conditions for the current.  
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c. For section &3, they are solved using the specified boundary conditions 

for the particles’ outlet.  
 

V. Performance indicators are calculated: 
 

a. Receiver efficiency 
b. Advection losses efficiency 
c. Radiation losses efficiency 

 
VI. Mass and energy balances are checked for errors 

 
a. Global input-output mass and energy balances are performed. If their 

result is not null, the program is halted. 
 

 
Figure 2.5. Example of a discretized curtain in the EES model. Ny = 10 

Inputs 
 
The 1D model needs all the inputs to be defined to calculate the outputs. There are 22 
of them:	!!,#$	, #$%&'#$, (̇&'(!!, *!, +!, ,), -),!, .*), !+,, , /-*. , 0!,-*/ , 1ℎ0 , 30 , ℎ12$3,$24#$5 , 4, .5		
ℎ12$3,0*66 , *0 , %78,!)((5 , %78,5#7 , 9	, !!,2'. .	 Sixteen have a constant and fixed value, 
according to the previous experiments in the bibliography, displayed in Table 2.3:	
 

Table 2.3. Input parameters definition 

Parameter (units) Value Reference 

Receiver outlet temperature (ºC) 800 [19,20] 

Aspect ratio (-) 1 [21] 

Back wall emissivity (-) 0.8 assumed 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0
y[1]

y[2]

y[3]

y[4]

y[5]

y[6]

y[7]

y[8]

y[9]

y[10] = Hdrop

dy/2

dy/2

dy

dy

dy

dy

dy

dy

dy

dy

y[0] = 0
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Parameter (units) Value Reference 

Back wall thickness (m) 0.05 assumed 

Back wall conductivity (W/m·K) 0.2 assumed 

Back wall heat transfer coefficient 
(W/m2·K) 

10 assumed 

Ambient temperature (ºC) 20 assumed 

Derate factor (-) 1 assumed 

Receiver orientation (º) 0 assumed 

Particle diameter (μm) 350 [21] 

Particle specific heat capacity (kJ/kg·K) 1.2 [22] 

Particle conductivity (W/m·K) 2 [22] 

Particle density (kg/m3) 3550 [22] 

Maximum volume fraction (-) 0.6 [23] 

Particle absorptivity (-) 0.9 [24] 

Particle emissivity (-) 0.9 estimated with [25] 

 
The rest of the parameters (C),'#; 3-1; @;A$<'#; 	9̇'#; ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( , !, A=>5)144(; A=>5('+) 

will be set to match those in CFD simulations.  
 

2.2.3. Conservation equations 
 
This receiver’s fundamentals are conservation equations. The three of them are 
implemented in the code. Equation (2.20) is a mass balance, (2.21) is a momentum 
balance and (2.22) an energy balance: 
 

−
"#!$"%!&!

"' = 0 (2.20) 

−
"#!$"%!&!#

"' + #!$"%!+ = 0 
(2.21) 

−
"#!$"%!&!ℎ!

"' + +",%&'() − -",%&'() + +",*+", − -",*+", − .+-.// = 0 (2.22) 

 
Where (1 is the particle volume fraction, *! the curtain thickness, I1 the particle density, 

D1 the velocity, ℎ1 the particle specific enthalpy, 6!,9+"#, the front part irradiance, 6!,:-!; 

the back part irradiance, \!,9+"#, the front part radiosity2, \!,:-!; the back part radiosity 

and B-($
<<  the advection thermal loss [3]. The gravity acceleration is represented by 6. 

 
Equations (1,2,3) are written in their differential form. However, the EES model solves 
discrete equations for the different sections of the curtain (sections 1 to Nx-1), which will 
be now addressed.  
 

Mass balance 
 
The per-section mass balance controls the volume fraction, falling velocity and thickness 
of the curtain: 

 
2 Representing the radiative loss to the ambient 
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9̇'# = ()[=] · I6-, · D)[=] · *ℎ!*+,-'#[=] · 	A!*+,-'# (2.23) 

59̇'#

5E
=
(()[=] · D)[=] · *ℎ!*+,-'#[=]) − (()[= − 1] · D)[= − 1] · *ℎ!*+,-'#[= − 1])

5E
= 0 (2.24) 

 
Since 9̇'#, I6-, , A!*+,-'# are constants. 
 

Momentum balance 
 
The per-section momentum balance is described in Equation (2.25): 
 

−
()[=] · *ℎ!*+,-'#[=] · D)[=]

8 	− ()[= − 1] · *ℎ!*+,-'#[= − 1] · D)[= − 1]
8

5E
		+ ()[=] · *ℎ!*+,-'#[=] · 6 = 0 

(2.25) 

*ℎ!*+,-'#	[=] = *ℎ!*+,-'#[0] + 	0,0087 · _[=]	 (2.26)	

 
Where the particle density has been removed since it is a constant. The gravity 
acceleration is represented by 6. Equation (2.26) represents the evolution of the curtain 
thickness [26]. Curtain opacity is also calculated through the momentum balance. The 
goal is to calculate the curtain absorptivity and transmittance, for its later use in the 
energy balances. The method is the same followed by González-Portillo, Abbas et al. 
[5]. 
 

Curtain energy balance 
 
Heat transfer in the particle curtain can be schematized as the following figure: 
 

 
Figure 2.6. Diagram for Heat transfer in the curtain 
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In Figure 2.6 appear all the irradiances (red) and radiosities (blue) described in Equation 
(2.22), and are further described in Equations (2.27) to (2.31): 
 

+",%&'()[i] = .0'1+& =
234562(
7+!

 (2.27)  

-",%&'()[i] = 89:";<03[i] + %"+",%&'()[i] + ="+",*+",> 
(2.28)  

+",*+",[?] = -4	[?] 
(2.29)  

-",*+",[?] = :";<03[?] + %"+",*+",[?] + ="+",%&'()[?] 
(2.30)  

.+-.// = ℎ"'(. · (<0[?] − <6) 
(2.31)  

 
Where ` is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant, C)[=] is the temperature of the curtain in a 
certain section, I! is the reflectivity, :" is the emissivity and =" is the transmissivity of the 
curtain. Irradiances are represented by 6  and radiosities by \.	 Optical properties 
(reflectance and transmittance) are calculated by the analytical model proposed by 
González-Portillo, Abbas et al [5]. Emissivity of the curtain is the same as that of the 
solids and is estimated to have a value of 0,9.  
 
! is the view factor between the curtain and cavity. The heat transfer coefficient (ℎ"'(.) 
accounts for convective loss. Both will be studied in further chapters of this document. 
 

Back wall energy balance 
 
Heat transfer through the back wall can be described as in Figure 2.7: 

  
 

Figure 2.7. Heat transfer scheme for the back wall of the receiver 
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Radiative exchange with the particle curtain is covered in the previous section. 
Conductive loss and convective losses to the ambient are described by the following 
equations: 
 

"
"' CD4

"<4
"' E + +4 − -4 − .".

// = 0 (2.32) 

+4 = -",*+", (2.33)  

-4 = :";<43 + (1 − :")+4 (2.34)  

.".// = ℎ"'(.,7+11(<4 − <+8*) (2.35) 

 
Where C.  is the temperature of the wall, C-6:  is ambient temperature,  6.  is wall 
irradiance, \.	is wall radiosity, x is the falling direction,	8.	 is wall thermal conductivity, 
ℎ!"#$,.-22 is the heat transfer coefficient for convective loss and B!$

<<  is convective heat 
flux. 
 
The balance is calculated for each section of the curtain as shown in the following 
equations: 
 

−8. ·

C.[= + 1] − C.[=]

E[= + 1] − E[=]
	−
C.[=] − C.[= − 1]

E[=] − E[= − 1]

5E
	−
6.[=] − \.[=]

*ℎ.
	+
B!"#$[=]

*ℎ.	
= 0 (2.36) 

6!,:-!;[=] = 	 \.[=] (2.37) 

\.[=] = b!`C.
>[=] + (1 − b!)6.[=] (2.38) 

B"!"#$[=] = 	 d
1

ℎ!"#$,&-22
+
*ℎ.

8.
e

?@

· (C.[=] −	C") (2.39) 

 
 

2.2.4. Efficiency calculations 
 
The main goal of the software is to calculate the receiver thermal efficiency: 
 

H+4! =
(ℎ)[&7] − ℎ)[0]) · 	 9̇'#

f∑ 6!,9+"#,[=] · 5E · A=5*ℎ
A!
'B@ h · 	J

 

 
(2.40) 

 
Efficiency is calculated as the fraction of the solar irradiation absorbed by the curtain 
during its freefall. The derate factor (J) represents performance losses for the solar 
radiation. Specific enthalpy is calculated in Equation (2.41): 
 

ℎ)[=] = 	 41,) · (C)[=] − C5	) (2.41) 

 
In a similar way, advective and emission efficiencies shall be introduced: 
 
 

H46'))'"# =
i∑ \!,9+"#,[=] · 5E · A=5*ℎ

A"?@
'B@ j

i∑ 6!,9+"#,[=] · 5E · A=5*ℎ
A"?@
'B@ j · 	J

 (2.42) 
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H-($ =
f∑ B"-($[=] · 5E · A=5*ℎ

>5
'B@ h

i∑ 6!,9+"#,[=] · 5E · A=5*ℎ
A"?@
'B@ j · 	J

 (2.43) 

 
 

2.2.5. Number of discretizations (Ny) 
 
Like in every numerical system, the greater the number of sections into which the curtain 
is divided, the closer the results of the EES 1D model will be to those of solving the 
analytical differential system. However, since one of the main features of the 
concentrated parameter model is the reduced computing time, this number should be as 
low as possible. A compromise solution must be taken so an optimization study is 
performed. For a specific simulation (@;A$<'# = 200	MW,3-1 = 144	m8,	no wind), the 

receiver efficiency is calculated for several values of &3 as shown in Figure 2.8: 

 
The efficiency shows an asymptotic behavior, rapidly stabilizing. The effect of increasing 
&3 is more perceptible the lower its value is. The chosen nC value is 41 sections, since 

the relative variation in the efficiency from 35 to 40 sections is just 0,012%, and the 
variation between 40 and 41 sections is 0,005%. Computing time does not exceed 400 
ms.  
 

 
Figure 2.8. Receiver efficiency and its % variation with the number of discretizations (Ny) 
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power conditions but in different wind scenarios. Wind will not significantly affect the 
radiative heat transfer, but it will condition the convective loss. From the energy balances 
in 2.2.3, Equation (2.31), the advective loss (B”-($ ) is modeled by a heat transfer 
coefficient (ℎ!"#$) which accounts for the wind influence. Since the receiver subprogram 
only receives as an input the heat transfer coefficient for no wind cases (ℎ!"#$,#"&'#() 
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B"-($	[=] = ℎ!"#$(C)[=] − C5) (2.44) 

ℎ!"#$ = ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( · !.'#( (2.45) 

 
Where !.'#(  is the wind factor. This parameter depends on wind speed and wind 
direction, which are inputs for the receiver subprogram, and is defined as the ratio of 
advective loss to advective loss if there was no wind: 
 

!.'#( =
H-($

H-($,#"&'#(
 (2.46) 

  
Since the wind favors the convective heat transfer, the wind factor is expected to be 
greater than or equal to 1. The wind issue will be addressed for the model in section 5.3.  
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3. Model comparison 
 
In the 1D model the main hypothesis is that both the aperture and the curtain are a flat 
wall with the same surface area. This is supported on the idea that the energy balances 
only make sense if the curtain is fully illuminated. The heat flux is supposed uniform and 
orthogonal to the aperture. The main differences with the CFD simulations are discussed 
in this chapter.  
 

3.1. Curtain geometry 

 
Since the EES model is a concentrated parameter, some compromises must be made 
when simulating in one dimension. In the 1D model, the curtain is considered a flat wall 
with varying thickness for every discrete section (see Figure 2.5). The curtain is different 
from CFD simulations in shape, since it is there defined with a parabolic section as shown 
in Figure 3.1. The z coordinate is the receiver’s depth, and the x coordinate is East/West 
(assuming the receiver is facing north). The orange line is the curtain in the EES model. 
Its z coordinate is arbitrary since it is not defined in the model.  
 

 
Figure 3.1. CFD and EES Curtain cross-section at Y=10m. Z=0m is the receiver aperture. Aap=144 m2 

The curtain is shaped this way to capture solar irradiation more effectively. The heliostat 
field aims at the focal point of said parabola, which optimizes absorption and enhances 
distribution of the heat flux.    
 
Apart from the shape, the curtain in CFD simulations is also bigger in length than the one 
simulated in the EES model. As shown in Figure 3.1, the width of the curtain in CFD 
simulations is approximately 14 m for a 12x12 m aperture. Since the curtain is bigger 
than the aperture area, for the same mass flow rate (9̇'#), in the CFD simulations the 
curtain will be either less opaque or thinner. The particles will be distributed in more 
space.  
 

3.2. Cavity geometry 

 
The problem definition in CFD simulations also differs from the proposed 1D model in 
the height of the receiver cavity. The cavity in CFD simulations include extra headroom 
at the top and the bottom of the receiver. For a 12x12 m, the particles enter through the 
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top hopper, around 30cm and then fall through a ≈1m channel. The cavity itself in CFD 
problems is 14 m versus the 12 m fall experimented in EES.  
 
Given that the differences in height vary with the receiver size, the results will be 
compared for the percentage of the fall of the curtain, overlooking them altogether 
and thus simplifying the implementation of this geometric difference.  
 
In order to make this approximation more accurate, the initial velocity is fixed at the first 
section of the curtain in EES. Assuming particles freefall, their velocity can be calculated 
with the Bernoulli Equation. Since the geometry of the receiver simulated in CFD 
software is known, initial velocity can be calculated for any receiver size as: 
 

D[0] = p2 · 6 · ℎ∗ (3.1) 

ℎ∗ = 7(+"1/12 + 0,3 (3.2) 
 
Equation (3.2) models the freefall distance before entering the cavity. For a 12x12 m 
aperture, the distance is 1,3 m as described previously, and a linear dependence with 
the curtain height is supposed.  
 

 
 

Figure 3.2. Differences in cavity geometry for CFD and EES models 

 

3.3. Heat flux 

 
While in the EES model the heat flux is supposed uniform throughout all the curtain area, 
in CFD simulations is defined otherwise. Given that the heliostat field has an only aiming 
point, the heat flux will be higher around said point. This means that the heat flux will 
vary along the falling direction and the east/west coordinates of the receiver and, 
subsequently, of the curtain. In Figure 3.3 appears the spatial heat flux distribution in the 
CFD problem for a 12x12 m aperture.  
 
It can be noticed that the aim point for the heliostats (0,6,0) is the one with the highest 
flux. It is also noticeable that some regions in the aperture area receive a solar irradiation 
much lower than others, about one order of magnitude. These regions, mainly at the 
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edges of the aperture, have roughly the same flux entering. In contrast, the central zone 
of the aperture is receiving great amounts of solar irradiation.  
 

 
Figure 3.3. Heat flux distribution for CFD simulations. Aap=144 m2 

 
Altogether, the heat flux shows a vertically symmetrical distribution. If the Y-coordinate 
data is retrieved and plotted, for every X coordinate given, the scatter in Figure 3.4 is 
obtained. Blue dots represent discrete data points from the CFD spreadsheets, the green 
line represents the average CFD heat flux for each Y-coordinate and the brown solid line 
is the EES heat flux value, calculated as: 
 

B")"2-+ =
@;A$<'#1*,

3-1
 (3.3) 

 
Where the @;A$<'#1*, value is known for this CFD simulation and stands at 198,43 MW. 

Since the EES heat flux is close to the average value for CFD simulations, the 
approximation is valid, pending further confirmation during the model benchmarking.  
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Figure 3.4. Heat flux along the falling direction, for CFD and EES simulations 

 
 

3.4. Aperture geometry  

 
Regarding the heat flux, the differences in the aperture geometry arise. In the 1D model, 
the receiver aperture is a plane cut through a flat wall. In the CFD model the external 
wall (facing the heliostat field) is a cylinder, and the aperture is not a plane but has certain 
curvature. 
 
Although in the orthogonal projection the CFD aperture does have approximately 12x12 
m measurements, the curvature makes its surface area to be slightly over 144 m2 
(around 154 m2). These differences in area may add some uncertainty to the heat flux 
calculations since the input power will distribute differently due to the differences in 
aperture area.  
 

 
Figure 3.5. Top view of the CAD model of the receiver exterior. The external wall is part of a cylinder off 

which the aperture is cut.  

 
However, since the input power is a known parameter provided by our partners in Sandia 
Laboratories, its calculation does not need a workaround and the approximation shown 
in Figure 3.4 is accurate enough.  
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4. EES 1D model benchmarking for commercial scale receivers 
 
In this section, the parameters needed to run the 1D model for a commercial scale 
receiver are calculated. Later, the results of that simulation will be benchmarked against 
CFD results.  
 
According to 2.1.2, detailed information about the receiver’s behavior is available for 
commercial scale receivers (3-1 = 144	98).  The results of the EES simulations are 
compared against their CFD counterparts. 
 

4.1. Parameter calculation for commercial scale receivers 

 
The model needs several inputs to work, as reviewed in Section 2.2.2-Inputs. Some of 
these inputs are set to a constant value, while others 
( C),'#; 3-1; @;A$<'#; 	9̇'#; ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( , !, A=>5)144(; A=>5('+ ) require definition for the 

simulation to complete. All of them, except for ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( and !, are set to the same 
value as CFD simulations. Prior to benchmarking the 1D model against CFD simulations, 
the heat transfer coefficient and view factor need to be optimized.  
 
For that process, the EES model is run varying these two parameters until an optimum 
is reached using the least squares method. Nine simulations as described in Section 
2.1.1 are available for a commercial scale receiver without wind (Table 4.1):  
 

Table 4.1. CFD inputs for the no wind simulations in "#$ = 144	&% 

rstuvEF 
(MW) 

ẇEF 
(kg/s) xG,EF (ºC) yz{|HEI(º) 

yz{|GJKKH  
(m/s) }LJ (m2) ~IKM (-) 

200 885,5 615 360 0 144 0,829 
100 885,5 615 360 0 144 0,710 
200 1200 615 360 0 144 0,836 
100 400 615 360 0 144 0,676 
100 1200 615 360 0 144 0,719 
200 400 615 360 0 144 0,784 
200 236 400 360 0 144 0,774 
300 885,5 615 360 0 144 0,869 
50 885,5 615 360 0 144 0,479 

 
The conditions in Table 4.1 are replicated in the 1D model, where extra inputs are the 
view factor and the no wind heat transfer coefficient. The results of the least squares 
optimization are displayed in Figure 4.2 and Table 4.2: 
 

Table 4.2. Results of least squares optimizations for ℎ&'(),('+,(- and (. "#$ = 144	&% 

�MNFOFNPEFH (W/m2·K) Ä (-) 
237 0,9 

 
According to Equations (2.28) and (2.42), the view factor (!) is directly related to radiation 
losses; and from Equations (2.31) and (2.43) ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( 	is directly related to advection 
losses. To check whether both performance indicators match their CFD counterparts, 
the following parity plots are created: 
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Figure 4.1. Parity plots for radiation (left) and advection (right) efficiencies. "#$ = 144	&%, *+	,-*.  

From the parity plots it can be concluded that both ! and ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( 	can accurately 
model the radiation and advection heat transfer. The overall behavior of the receiver is 
studied with the parity plot in Figure 4.2: 
 

 
Figure 4.2. Parity plot of efficiencies after least squares optimization. "#$ = 144	&% 

The correlation coefficient is excellent, the EES model can reproduce reliably the 
efficiency results in CFD simulations. An in-depth study is performed to check whether 
the model can reliably replicate the whole receiver subsystem.  
 

4.2. Geometric benchmark 

 
In this section, the geometry differences studied in Section 3 are further examined. The 
EES model results are compared against the detailed results for CFD simulation in 
aspects regarding the falling velocity of the particles, the thickness of the curtain and its 
packing factor.  
 

4.2.1. Falling velocity 
 
Results for the falling velocity are shown in Figure 4.3: 
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Figure 4.3. Curtain falling velocity comparison 

The EES model calculated velocity is between the maximum and minimum values of 
CFD simulations, and replicates accurately its average value. This is useful since the 
average falling velocity can be used to calculate dimensionless numbers, such as the 
Reynolds and Nusselt number, and open the gate for developing a correlation for the 
heat transfer coefficient (which will be covered in 5.2).  
 
Having set the initial velocity according to the CFD model’s geometry, the freefall 
hypothesis is feasible. As a conclusion, the EES model is a suitable tool for estimating 
the average velocity of a curtain at a given point of its fall.  
 

4.2.2. Thickness and volume fraction 
 
The curtain in the CFD model is not simulated as such. Instead of grouping together, 
particles follow a wavy line, so the curtain is only one particle thick (see Figure 4.4). For 
the volume fraction, for the same reason it is not possible to directly calculate its value. 
This means, although the EES model does provide the thickness and the volume fraction 
as a result, it is not possible to directly compare them.  
 

 
Figure 4.4. Bottom view of the simulated curtain of particles in CFD software 
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A more accurate indicator of the curtain packing may well be defined by its product (see 
Figure 4.5). The thickness and the volume fraction complement each other, and 
whenever one increases the other one decreases. This approach also considers the 
absorptivity of the curtain as the fundamental property involved. González-Portillo et al. 
state that the curtain absorptance remains rather constant for constant values of the 
product  () · *ℎ!*+,-'# [5]. 
 

  
 

Figure 4.5. On the left, curtain absorptivity as a function of volume fraction and dimensionless thickness 
[5]. On the right, illustration of the product ϕ· 0ℎ to define a curtain's packing 

For the system, the following Equation (4.1) represents the mass balance: 
 

9̇'# = ()[=] · I6-, · D)[=] · *ℎ!*+,-'#[=] · 	A!*+,-'# (4.1) 

()[=] · *ℎ!*+,-'#[=] =
9̇'#

I6-, · A!*+,-'# · D)[=]
 

(4.2) 

From the mass balance, it can be inferred that, for a given 9̇'#, knowing the particle 
density (I6-,) and being able to calculate the curtain width and its falling velocity at any 
given point (from the Conservation equations), the product () · *ℎ!*+,-'#  is easily 
obtained. Since this calculation can be applied to either CFD or EES models, results can 
be compared for the percentage fall of the curtain.  
 
For CFD simulations, four parameters are needed: 
 

• Particle density is a known constant, a property of the material.  
• Mass flow rate is a known input for the simulation.  
• Falling velocity is directly retrieved from the provided spreadsheets for all the 

heights available (14 to 0 m, at intervals of 2 m). The maximum, minimum and 
average values are retrieved, so the () · *ℎ!*+,-'# corresponds to its minimum, 
maximum, and average value respectively.  

• Curtain width is calculated as the difference between the eastern particle and the 
western particle.   

 
For the EES model, the values are retrieved directly from the results of the simulation 
run. Their comparison may be seen in Figure 4.6. Several conclusions are extracted from 
this graph: 
 

Low thickness
High volume fraction

High thickness
Low volume fraction

!̇ = $%&'()&(
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§ The EES model overestimates the curtain packing. This may be due to the 
approximation of aperture area to curtain area, which concentrates the same 
mass of particles in a smaller space.  

§ The CFD simulations have a low dispersion of the curtain packing. The maximum 
and minimum values of () · *ℎ! have a median ±	9% deviation from the average. 
This is due to conservation of the couple D) · A!*+,-'#, greater falling speeds imply 
narrower curtains to check the mass balance.  
 

 
 

Figure 4.6. Volume fraction and thickness comparison 

The 1D model provides a close approximation, within the magnitude order of the CFD 
data. Further refinements of the model should reconsider the geometry of the curtain 
since the differences in size are significant enough to produce a difference in results.  
 

4.3. Energy benchmarking 

 
In this section, the impact made by the differences in the model introduced in Section 3 
is assessed. Two temperature benchmarks are performed: one for the curtain itself and 
other for the back wall.  
 

4.3.1. Curtain temperature  
 
The simulation is run and the values for the curtain temperature (C)[=]) are compared 
against those in the detailed CFD simulations. Results are shown in Figure 4.7.  
 
The maximum and minimum values are not important metrics of the curtain since all the 
particle mass will be mixed in the hot storage tank and their temperature will homogenize 
before entering the heat exchanger.  However, it is interesting to see the dispersion of 
temperatures in the CFD simulations.  
 
Temperatures calculated with the EES 1D model sit right between the maximum and 
minimum temperatures of CFD simulations and match the average temperature of CFD 
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simulations. Consequently, the EES model is a suitable tool for estimating the 
temperature of a curtain at a given point of its fall.  
 

 
Figure 4.7. Curtain temperature evolution comparison 

 

4.3.2. Back wall temperature 
 
Results for the back wall temperature evolution along the curtain fall are shown in Figure 
4.8. The blue scatter represents all back wall temperature data from CFD simulations. 
Since the horizontal axis only represents the fall direction, many CFD data points are 
available for a same curtain height (see Figure 2.2). The green dots are per-meter 
average values for temperature. 
 
 

 
Figure 4.8. Back wall temperature comparison 
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It is observable that the EES model calculated temperatures and the average CFD 
values have a similar tendency. However, the EES model calculates temperatures with 
a constant average default of 100K, this is, the model estimates temperatures 100K 
below the average CFD values. This can be attributed to the overestimation of the 
curtain packing described in 4.2.2. Since the curtain is denser in the EES model than it 
is in the CFD simulations, less radiation is transmitted and thus the back wall 
temperatures are lower.  
 
Although after correcting the 100K default the estimation may be good enough, the main 
design criterium for the back wall temperature is not the average temperature. Materials 
for the back wall should be selected given a maximum temperature that needs to be 
withstood. In this case, a more useful application of the EES 1D model would be if it 
could calculate the maximum temperature of the wall.  
 
To check whether the model can estimate the maximum temperature of the back wall, a 
simulation is run using the maximum @;A$<'#  value from CFD simulations. This is 
calculated by multiplying the maximum heat flux value times the aperture effective area 
(see 3.4): 
 

@;A$<'# = B"6-7 · 3-1,/QR	 = 2,13	MW m8⁄ · 154	m8 = 	328	MW (4.3) 

Results are shown in Figure 4.9. The EES results’ line becomes steeper but still does 
not provide a good estimation of the maximum temperatures (at ≈60% fall, ≈1300 K). In 
conclusion, the EES 1D model is not a good tool to estimate the highest 
temperature of the back wall.  
 

 
Figure 4.9. Back wall temperature comparison. Maximum power input 
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5. Model generalization for all receiver sizes 
 
Given that the benchmark was successful overall, the 1D model will now be generalized 
to work for all receiver sizes: small scale (3-1 = 25	98 ), commercial scale (3-1 =

144	98) and grand scale (3-1 = 324	98).  

 
First, the heat transfer coefficient and view factor will be calculated for all sizes (like in 
Section 4.1). Secondly, a correlation for the ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( will be proposed, in order to 
make results scalable to any receiver aperture area. Finally, the wind issue will be 
addressed. This generalized model will be then benchmarked against the efficiency data 
available (see Section 2.1.1).  
 

5.1. View factor and heat transfer coefficient 

 
In the EES model, the heat transfer coefficient accounts for the advection losses when 
there is no wind. Hence, it must be calculated using the CFD simulations where the wind 
speed is 0m/s. For those simulations, the goal is to run simulations in EES varying the 
ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( and calculating the receiver efficiency. The ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( 	from the simulation 
with the minimum square difference sum for the receiver efficiency will be the optimum.  
 
About the view factor, since it is a geometrical parameter which only depends on the 
receiver geometry, it is considered a constant for the three aperture areas. This means 
that the simulations for all heat transfer coefficient values are run several times for 
different F values ranging 0,8 – 0,9.  
 
For the three aperture areas, after the least-squares calculation the results are: 
 

Table 5.1. Results of the heat transfer coefficient calculation (for no wind scenarios) 

Aperture area (m2) �MNFO,FNPEFH (W/m2·K) F (-) R2 (-) 

25 157 
0,9 0,9978 144 237 

324 259 
 
The results are within the expected range, and the hypothesis made are confirmed: 
greater aperture areas suffer from greater advective losses. As explained in Section 4.1, 
!	models the radiation loss and ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( models the advection loss. In Figure 5.1 the 
parity plots for radiation and advection efficiencies are displayed. 
 
The correlation coefficient is excellent for the no wind CFD simulations under these 
settings. It can then be concluded that the model can accurately calculate the 
efficiency of the receiver for no wind operation conditions. That is further confirmed 
by the receiver efficiency parity plot in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.1. Parity plot for radiation (left) and advection (right) efficiencies. All "#$, no wind. 

 

 
Figure 5.2. Parity plot for receiver efficiency. All "#$, no wind. 

 

5.2. Heat transfer coefficient correlation 

 
So far, the 1D analytical model worked properly for discrete receiver sizes. A correlation 
is proposed to model advective thermal losses for any receiver size. 
 
Since the particle curtain is a somewhere between a collection of spherical elements and 
a moving wall, the heat transfer coefficient values are expected to be between both 
sphere and flat wall correlations in [27]. Those correlations have the following formulas: 
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Where #$	 is the Reynolds number, #$!  is the critical Reynolds number, &'  is the 
Nusselt number, and @< is the Prandtl number. The dimensionless numbers are further 
detailed in Appendix B. 
 
A correlation with the form: &' = -1 + -2 · #$/0 can be implemented since 3 different 
aperture area data series are available, and thus a 3 variable-3 incognita system can be 
solved.  
 
After calculating the parameters, the correlation is in Equation (5.3): 
 

Nu = 	−12331 + 1,949 · Re5,V558 (5.3) 
 
In order to confirm or discard the hypothesis (estimated heat transfer coefficients should 
be between those from sphere and flat wall correlations), the correlation is compared 
against those other two. For the dimensionless numbers calculation, the conditions are 
those in Table 5.2, and the results are shown in Figure 5.3. 
 

Table 5.2. Conditions for the heat transfer coefficient vs aperture area plot 

Ambient Temp. (ºC) Inlet Temp. (ºC) Outlet temp (ºC) Pressure (atm) 
20 615 769,1 1 

 
 

 
Figure 5.3. Heat transfer coefficient correlations with curtain height (1-.'$) 

The model behaves as expected. The blue squares represent the discrete values of 
small, commercial, and grand scale receivers’ ℎ!"#$,#"&'#(.  
 

5.3. Wind factor  

 
All the previous work is made for a no wind scenario. Although wind is not expected to 
alter radiation loss’ magnitude, advection losses will be significantly affected. For CFD 
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!.'#(,/QR =
H-($

H-($,#"	.'#(
 (5.4) 

 
It is inferred thus, that greater Ä[EFH’s equal greater advective loss than a no-wind 
scenario. In the 1D model, the wind factor Ä[EFH is used to correct the no-wind heat 
transfer coefficient (obtained from the correlation in Section 5.2): 
 

ℎ!"#$ = !.'#( · ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( (5.5) 

 
Wind factor CFD data for the commercial scale receiver are shown in Figure 5.4: 
 

  
 

Figure 5.4. Wind factor dependence with wind direction(left) and speed(right). Aap=144 m2. 

The CFD simulations show Ä[EFH is a function of both direction and speed. Winds 
whose angle of incidence is within a certain range (292º to 337º) lead to a significant 
increase in the wind factor. On the right, each column of points represents a speed, 
where higher in that column are simulations with wind directions within said range.  
 
Since the greatest wind factor magnitude is similar regardless of the speed, it can 
be concluded then that wind direction’s contribution to the Fwind is the greatest. 
 
Consequently, an equation for the wind factor must consider each parameter’s influence 
and dependence. Two different equations are proposed: 
 

!.'#( = 1 + 3 · A=>5)144( · A=>56"( (5.6) 

!.'#( = 1 + 3 · A=>5)144(
\ · A=>56"(

/  (5.7) 

Where A, B, C, are parameters to be calculated by minimum squares, and A=>56"( 	is 
the parameter considering wind direction effect.  
 
The A=>56"(  is a bell-shaped curve function, whose shape provides for a maximum 
value in the directions matching CFD data. Three curves are proposed, too: 
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A=>56"(8 = (180 − |180 − A=>5('+|)
R ·
$
@a5?|@a5?.'#(/01|

_

!
 (5.9) 

4?G"8'-9 =
(180 − |4?G"-2& − 180|):

J · 5;<
=>6;|42(-!"#;=>6|

@ A (5.10) 

 
Where è, ê, !	are to be calculated by minimum square differences. A plot of all the wind 
mods is shown below (Figure 5.5).  The bell width, height and position of the maximum 
can be controlled with the parameters è, ê, !. 
 

 
Figure 5.5. Mod 2 wind direction curve 

 
Six scenarios (Table 5.3) are to be analyzed: 
 

Table 5.3. Different case scenarios for Fwind calculation 

 Equation (5.6) Equation (5.7) 

Windmod 1 (5.8) Scenario I Scenario II 

Windmod 2 (5.9) Scenario III Scenario IV 

Windmod 3 (5.10) Scenario V Scenario VI 
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for each receiver size. This is, a set of (3, ë, -, è, ê, !) values will be calculated for small, 
commercial and grand scale receivers. For example, in Scenario I, the results of the least 
squares calculation for 144 m2 render the wind factors in Figure 5.6: 
 

  
Figure 5.6. On the left, wind factor dependency with direction ("#$ = 144	&% and 23 = 5	&/5). On the right, 

wind factor dependency with speed ("#$ = 144	&% and ,-*.-,. = 270º) 

Detailed results with the values for each parameter can be seen in Appendix C. 
 
Once calculated, the parameters are included in the equations of the 1D model. Keeping 
in mind the wind factor is used to correct the no wind advection heat transfer coefficient: 
 

ℎ!"#$ = ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( · !.'#((A=>5('+ , A=>5)144( , 3-1) (5.11) 

 
A function will be created in the code with the discrete parameter values for each receiver 
size. Once the wind factor is implemented in the 1D model, EES simulations are run (with 
the same input data as their CFD counterparts), and their efficiency results are 
compared. For example, in Scenario I, for the three receiver sizes, a parity plot of the 
receiver efficiency is shown in Figure 5.7: 
 

 
Figure 5.7. Parity plot for receiver efficiency in Scenario I (All "#$) 
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The results of this per-size calculations, in terms of receiver efficiency correlation 
coefficient, are shown in Table 5.4: 
 

Table 5.4. Correlation coefficient for each FWind scenario 

Scenario R2 coefficient for ηrec (-) 
I 0,9585 

II 0,8833 

III 0,8912 

IV 0,9567 

V 0,9531 

VI 0,8829 

 
Those scenarios with the higher R2 coefficient (in green) are the ones better suited to 
model the wind influence. They will be further studied, the rest (in red) are discarded.  
 

5.3.2. Generalization for all sizes 
 
In this section, the parameters of Scenarios I, IV and V will be examined. The objective 
is to create a function that does not contain the discrete parameters for the three receiver 
sizes, but rather a continuous dependance correlation with the heat transfer coefficient, 
the aperture area, or the curtain height. This way, given any receiver size, the !.'#( 
function will calculate the parameters (3, ë, -, è, ê, !).   
 
For example, for Scenario I, its A and F parameters show a linear tendency with the 
curtain height, as it can be seen in Figure 5.8: 
 

 
 

Figure 5.8. Correlations with 1-.'$, parameters A and F in Scenario I 

It is reasonable to assume that, for receivers with curtain heights ranging 5-18 m, the correlation will reliably 
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Figure 5.9. Parameters D and E distribution for Scenario I 

In this case, it is not possible either to establish any tendency with the curtain height, nor 
it is with the heat transfer coefficient. In these cases, the value for the three receiver 
sizes will be averaged. The detailed parameter distribution for scenarios I, IV and V can 
be found in Appendix C. 
 
Once implemented the correlations and/or the average values in the EES model, a 
simulation is run for every aperture area. After comparing the efficiencies and calculating 
the correlation coefficient (R2) the results are shown in Table 5.5:  
 

Table 5.5. Comparison of R2 for the best scenarios before and after implementing correlations 

Scenario Discrete R2 (-) Correlations R2 (-) 
Scenario I 0,9585 0,9548 

Scenario IV 0,9567 0,7564 

Scenario V 0,9531 0,9444 

 
All in all, Scenario I is the best option to replicate the CFD efficiencies in simulations with 
wind.  
 

 
Figure 5.10. Parity plot of the receiver efficiency. All sizes, all wind conditions 
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6. Conclusions 
 
The EES 1D model has proven to be a good simplification of a freefall particle receiver. 
It can replicate accurately the behavior of the receiver in CFD simulations using only 
a fraction of the time these take. It can also replicate reliably the calculated 
efficiencies for the three receiver sizes under any wind conditions (Figure 6.1).  
 

 
Figure 6.1. Parity plot of the receiver efficiency. All sizes, all wind conditions 

Regarding the behavior of the receiver, the EES model benchmarking against the CFD 
simulations is divided in two sections: energy and geometry. In the geometry benchmark, 
the falling velocity and curtain packing were discussed. In the energy benchmark the 
temperatures of the curtain and back wall were addressed.  
 
The model can replicate reliably the average falling velocity of CFD simulations. 
Despite the differences in the cavity geometry, correcting the initial velocity is enough to 
adjust the EES velocity results. This enables for later calculation of the Reynolds number. 
 
The model can replicate approximately the product (B · thCDEFGHI. The curtain packing 
is slightly overestimated in the EES model due to its cross section being smaller than the 
one in CFD simulations.  
 
The model can replicate accurately the temperature of the curtain throughout its fall. 
The outlet temperature is validated: the model is accurate trough all its sections, so it will 
be at the exit of the cavity. The average temperature of the curtain is a parameter of 
interest since all the particles will be mixed up in the hot storage tank, homogenizing their 
temperature to the average. 
 
The model fails to calculate the maximum temperature in the back wall. The model 
underestimates the average back wall temperature by ≈100 K, although the tendency is 
matched. This is due to the overestimation in curtain packing: since the curtain is denser, 
less radiation passes through, less reaches the back wall and it heats up less. 
 
This benchmark was made for a specific simulation of the commercial scale receiver. 
However, since the receiver design is consistent through the three sizes, the results are 
not expected to vary significantly.  
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For all the other sizes, the parameters modelling radiation (!) and advection heat loss 
(ℎ!"#$,#"&'#() are calculated. The receiver efficiency calculated achieves a correlation 
coefficient R2=99,8% for the simulations with no wind for all receiver sizes. It can be 
concluded then that the model can reliably calculate the efficiencies in no wind 
simulations.  
 
The wind issue was addressed by the wind factor (!.'#() which corrects the value of the 
advection heat transfer coefficient for simulations with wind ( ℎ!"#$ = !.'#( ·
ℎ!"#$,#"&'#(). The wind factor depends on wind speed and wind direction. Two equations 
are proposed for the wind factor, and three curves for modelling the wind influence 
depending on its direction. This renders six scenarios possible.  
 
Among the six possible combinations, the wind factor is best modeled using Equations 
(6.1) and (6.2): 
 

!.'#( = 1 + 3 · A=>5)144( · A=>56"( (6.1) 

A=>56"( = $
?]
|.'#(/01?	R|?_

Q `
2

 (6.2) 

 
This combination (Scenario I) allows not only to calculate the receiver efficiency for 
simulations with wind for the three receiver sizes, but also to generalize the model. The 
correlation coefficient for all receiver sizes and wind conditions in the efficiency parity 
plot is R2=95,5%. The EES model is expected to calculate reliably the receiver 
efficiency, for any wind direction, wind speeds ranging 0-15 m/s, and receiver 
aperture areas ranging 25-324 m2.  

All in all, it has been demonstrated that the EES 1D model is a good tool to predict the 
behavior of a falling particle receiver, with the backing of more complex CFD simulations. 
The model will allow for faster evaluations of the CSP plant model in which the receiver 
is integrated. This will streamline future research and bring the net zero emissions goal 
closer. 

6.1. Future work 

 
Future revisions of the EES 1D model will account for the difference in curtain size, 
adapting the code to introduce a curtain area parameter (3C) which will differ from the 
aperture area (3GJ). This is expected to address the packing issue too and presumably 
correct the wrong estimations for the back wall temperature. 
 
This work has rendered significant scientific outcomes. It has been sent to the 
SolarPACES 2022 congress and has been accepted.  An article will be written and sent 
to a magazine for its publishing too.  
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Appendices 

A.  Introduction to the EES software 
 
The EES software has a programming language of its own. Like many other 
mathematical software, such as MATLAB, the EES has several programming elements 
and resources useful for this application. The elements here discussed are functions, 
procedures, subprograms, and parametric tables.  
 
Both functions and procedures are a list of operations performed on the inputs provided. 
When defined, a name and the list of inputs must be provided in the heading, and in the 
body should appear the list of actions desired. The only difference between a function 
and a procedure is that functions only return one output, whereas procedures may return 
several. An example for a function which converts meters to feet and a procedure that 
calculates a sphere surface and volume given its radius are displayed below.  
 

function meter2ft(m) 
 meter2ft= 3,28084*m; 
end 
 
procedure sphereAV(R: A;V) 
 A=4*pi#*R^2; 
 V=(4/3)*pi#*R^3; 
end 

 
Subprograms are stand-alone programs that can be run within the main EES program 
[28]. Subprograms may contain functions and procedures in them independently from 
the main program. A subprogram definition must include its name, the inputs it needs 
and the outputs it returns. When the EES encounters a call statement to a subprogram, 
it runs it separately and returns the output parameters to the main program. The receiver 
model will be coded as a subprogram so it can be later integrated in a greater EES model 
for the whole CSP facility. Its definition can be seen below, with the input parameters in 
orange and the outputs in blue: 
 

Subprogram FallingParticleReceiver2(T_s_in; Power_input; m_dot_in; eps_s; 
abs_s; d_p; cp_s; A_ap; T_o_C; rho_mat; phi_s_max; th_w; k_w; 
h_conv_noWind; h_conv_wall; F; AR; eps_w; wind_speed; wind_direction; 
derate_factor; orientation_rec: eta_rec; T_s_out) 

 
 
Parametric tables are a tool built in EES which allow to rapidly obtain the results of an 
EES simulation for different values of certain parameters. Parametric tables will be used 
in this paper to replicate the CFD simulations, introducing their inputs’ values in a 
parametric table and collecting the needed outputs. Figure A.1 shows an example of a 
parametric table.  
 
The green button in the top left corner runs the table, in this case, 189 simulations. The 
columns contain the variables of interest. Their value can be specified manually in the 
table if they are inputs or will be calculated and displayed if they are outputs or internal 
variables. Those in black have been manually defined, those in blue are the results of 
each run. This tool is very convenient to study sensibility to a parameter or run multiple 
simulations without needing to alter the code manually each time.  
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Figure A.1. Part of a parametric table in an EES session 
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B. Dimensionless numbers calculation 
 
From the Nusselt and Reynolds no. definition: 
 

&' =
ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( · ò

8
 (B.1) 

#$ =
D · ò

ô
 (B.2) 

 
Where ℎ!"#$,#"&'#( 	 is the optimized heat transfer coefficient (W/m2·K), L is the curtain 
drop (m), v is outlet velocity (m/s), µ is the fluid viscosity (Pa·s) and k is the fluid thermal 
conductivity (W/m·K). 
 
For this calculus, physical properties have been calculated using EES’ database for air 
[29]. The temperature used for the calculations is the average between the ambient 
temperature and the average temperature of the curtain (input-output). The pressure is 
set to the atmosphere. 
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C. Wind factor scenarios  
 
In this appendix can be found the detailed explanation of the parameters for the wind 
factor functions, their distribution and final treatment for each of the six scenarios 
mentioned in Table 5.3. 
 

C.1. Scenario I 

 
Scenario I uses Equation (5.6) as the Fwind equation and (5.8) as the wind mod. The 
parameters involved are shown in Table C.1: 
 

Table C.1. Parameter distribution for Scenario I 

Parameter 25 m2 144 m2 324 m2 
A 0,1956 0,1284 0,1059 
D 178,6 193,4 180,8 
E 133,6 120,7 135,8 
F 29,61 24,23 19,06 

 
For parameters A and F, their value decreases for bigger aperture areas, so a linear fit 
could be proposed. A linear dependency with the aperture area and the curtain height 
were tested, being the latter the one with a better R2. (Figure C.1). Neither D or E 
parameters have a monotonous tendency (Figure C.2), so it is not reasonable to propose 
a regression for them. A parabolic fit could be suitable, but an additional aperture area 
simulation would be required to validate it.  

 
 
 
Once the behavior of the parameters in Scenario I is known, the Fwind model is 
implemented in EES with the linear correlations for A and F, and setting D and E to a 
constant value (least squares, see Table C.2). 
 

Table C.2. Least square calculation for D and E in Scenario I 

Parameter Least squares (-) 
D 184,3 

E 130,1 
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Figure C.2. Parameters D and E distribution for Scenario I 

 
The efficiency results are shown in Figure C.3: 

 
 

  
Figure C.3. Scenario I partity plot. A, F parameters with a linear correlation. D and E set to an least-

squares constant 

The set-up seen in Figure C.3 seems to be the most adequate since it has the highest 
correlation coefficient. In conclusion: Scenario I can achieve R2=0,9548 using 6 
parameters. 
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C.2. Scenario II  

 
Scenario II uses Equation (5.7) as the Fwind Equation and Equation (5.8) as the wind 
mod.  The parameters involved are shown in : 
 

Table C.3. Calculated parameters for every receiver size. Scenario II 

Parameter (-) Aap=25 m2 Aap=144 m2 Aap=324 m2 
A 0,421 0,146 0,000 
B 0,691 0,945 1,082 
C 0,787 1,148 2,000 
D 178,7 179,7 181,6 
E 133,4 134,5 136,4 
F 25,90 25,91 25,84 

 
With these parameters implemented in the EES model, the correlation coefficient for 
the efficiencies calculated is R2=0,8833. 
 
 

C.3. Scenario III  

 
Scenario III uses Equation (5.6) as the Fwind equation and Equation (5.9) as the wind 
mod. Its parameters are shown in : 
 

Table C.4. Calculated parameters for every receiver size. Scenario III 

Parameter 25 m2 144 m2 324 m2 
A 31,11 0,120 1,145E-05 
D 4,289 8,380 180,8 
E 9,744 4,755 135,8 
F 1,946E+07 1,946E+07 19,06 

 
With these parameters implemented in the EES model, the calculated efficiencies are 
shown in the parity plot in : 
 

 
Figure C.4. Parity plot for efficiencies in Scenario III, using discrete values for each receiver size 
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C.4. Scenario IV 

 
Scenario IV uses Equation (5.7) as the Fwind Equation and Equation (5.9)as the Wind 
Mod factor. Its parameters are shown in Table C.5: 
 

Table C.5. Parameter distribution for Scenario IV 

Parameter (-) Aap=25 m2 Aap=144 m2 Aap=324 m2 
A 4,975 4,553 4,128 
B 0,674 1,170 0,944 
C 0,855 1,206 1,729 
D 5,083 5,020 5,525 
E 8,337 8,228 7,154 
F 1,946E+07 2,334E+07 1,946E+07 

  
For consistency with Scenario I, a linear correlation will be proposed for those 
parameters with a monotonous tendency. The rest will be set to a least-squares constant. 
The correlations established are shown in Figure C.5; the constant values, in Table C.6.  
 

Table C.6. Least-squares values for B, D and F parameters in Scenario IV 

B Parameter (-) F Parameter (-) D Parameter (-) 
0,929 2,075E+07 5,209 

 
 

   
Figure C.5. Correlations with aperture area for parameters A, C, E in Scenario IV. 

After this implementation, the results obtained are those in Figure C.6: 
 

 
Figure C.6. Parity plot for Scenario IV after correlations are implemented 
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The Scenario IV can achieve R2=0,7564 with 9 parameters. The compromise made when 
not discretizing B, D and F causes the model to stop working properly. Scenario IV would 
not be suitable to calculate the receiver’s behavior for other aperture areas.  
 

C.5. Scenario V 

 
Scenario V uses Equation (5.6) as the Fwind equation and Equation (5.10) as the wind 
mod. The parameters involved are shown in Table C.7: 
 

Table C.7. Parameter distribution for Scenario V 

Parameter 25 m2 144 m2 324 m2 
A 1,465 · 10-3 8,923 · 10-4 2,673 · 10-5 

D 4,879 4,879 6,215 

E 8,751 8,752 6,470 

F 5000 5000 5000 
 
It is noticeable that parameters D, E and F are rather constant for 25 and 144 m2 aperture 
area receivers. Only D and E change significantly for the 324 m2 receiver, so a new least 
squares calculation is done for all CFD data, not sorting them by aperture area. The 
results of said calculation are shown in Table C.8 and Figure C.7: 
 

Table C.8. Minimum-squares calculation results for all aperture areas in Scenario V 

Parameter Value 
D 4,879 

E 8,751 

F 5000 
 
It can be observed that the constant values for 25 and 144 m2 are a good choice for this 
scenario. The performance of the receiver EES model using this approximation is not 
significantly worse than the one with all the parameters: the correlation coefficient is now 
R2=0,9444 (Figure C.7), only a 0,91% decrease.  
 

 
 

Figure C.7. Parity plot for Scenario V for all aperture areas 
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Regarding the A parameter, it shows a lineal tendency with the heat transfer coefficient 
as shown in Figure C.8. All in all, for Scenario V the number of required parameters is 
now 5: D, E, F, with the constant values in Table C.8, and the two parameters in the 
linear correlation for A parameter (slope and y-intercept) 
 

 
Figure C.8. A parameter vs heat transfer coefficient. A linear correlation can be established 

C.6. Scenario VI 

 
Scenario VI uses Equation (5.7) as the Fwind Equation and Equation (5.10) as the wind 
mod. The parameters involved are shown in Table C.9: 
 

Table C.9. Calculated parameters for every receiver size. Scenario VI 

Parameter (-) Aap=25 m2 Aap=144 m2 Aap=324 m2 
A 2,344E-03 1,374E-03 1,684E-05 
B 0,817 1,479 1,275 
C 0,690 1,151 0,814 
D 5,435 4,162 5,904 
E 7,734 9,983 6,591 
F 5000 5000 5000 

 
Implementing those discrete values in the EES code, the efficiency results are shown in 
Figure C.9: 
 

 
Figure C.9. Parity plot for receiver efficiencies. Scenario VI 
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D. Schedule 
 
This work has been developed for eight months (from November 2021 to June 2022), 
during the Collaboration Internship and the assigned ECTS credits time. The 
collaboration agreement establishes 15h a week of dedicated work (which about 50% 
have effectively been used for this matter and the rest spent in other duties), and the 
project itself comprises 12 ECTS credits. For the last month, only the redaction of this 
paper has been done so the time of the Collaboration Agreement is not included in the 
calculation. The total time dedicated to its completion is calculated as: 
 

Table D.1. Estimation of the time needed for the project completion 

Months Weeks/month 
Collaboration 

agreement 
hours/week 

ECTS Hours/ECTS Total (h) 

7 4 7,5 12 25 510 

 
The first weeks comprised mainly becoming familiar with the state of the art by reading 
the references provided by Dr. González Portillo. Then the software learning took place, 
where the software resources were studied. After that, the model learning started, 
repeating the already available work until it could be replicated. This ensured the 
understanding of the algorithms and code used in the model. The learning phase took 
approximately 2 months. 
 
After the learning phase concluded, the optimization works started. For approximately 1 
month the optimization of the model was performed with the results provided by the 
Sandia National Laboratories. The results were analyzed and improvements of the code 
were implemented, which lead to a loop of further refinement of the optimization, analysis 
and code updates. This continued for the following 3 months since our partners in the 
US continued to provide with new information.  
 
Once the final simulations were supplied and the final results could be calculated, a 
model validation took place. For two months approximately the model was benchmarked 
against the CFD data, which lead to further modification of the code and refinement of 
the 1D model.  
 
For the last month, this paper was written. The Gantt diagram in Figure D.1 shows the 
time sequence for the project completion. 
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Figure D.1. Gantt diagram for the project schedule 
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E. Quotation 
 
This project needed only a computer to be completed, given that it consisted in simulation 
works. The software licenses needed have been provided by the Institution, so they are 
not computed in this estimate. 
 
Personnel costs comprise most of the expenses in the project completion. The student’s 
time is discussed in the previous section. The tutor’s work, comprising meetings with the 
student and online support, can be estimated as: 
 

Table E.1. Estimation for the tutor's working hours 

Months Weeks No.meetings 
Meeting 

time 
(min) 

Online 
support 

(%) 

Total 
meetings 

(h) 

Total 
online 

(h) 

Total 
tutor 
(h) 

7 28 14 60 10% 14 1,4 15,4 
 
  
The work estimate, comprising the computer expenses and the salaries of the people 
involved, ascends to: 
 

Table E.2. Estimated quotation for the project 

Concept Cost per unit (€) Units Cost (€) 
MacBook Pro 13” (2020) 1800 1 1800 

Student’s salary 10 510 h 5100 

Tutor’s salary 50 15,4 h 770 

TOTAL - - 7670 
 
In conclusion, the project’s estimate ascends to 7670 €  
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